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Senate
Top Dog
sees need
to curb
growth

Trustees vote
on parking fee
increase today

By Julie Rogers
Daily ate writer
Because of an explosion of student enrollment this semester, the
SJSU Academic Senate is searching
for ideas to soften the impact.
"There’s more students (on
campus) than we can handle." said
Academic Vice President Arlene
Okerlund, during the first Academic
Senate meeting of the semester,
Monday.
"We’ve got to come up with a
solution," Okerlund said.
Several ideas were discussed at
the meeting. but no solutions were
reached.
Okerlund suggested that SJSU
should accept fewer incoming fresh -

By David Barry
Daily staff writer
If the California State University Board of Trustees are to follow
the recommendation made to them
by the CSU presidents, SJSU students and faculty will be paying $81
a semester to park on campus by
next fall.
The trustees. who discussed the
two proposed parking increases in
July. are scheduled to vote today in
Long Beach on which proposal to
adopt.
On Monday. the presidents
joined a C’SU task force on parking
to urge the trustees to adopt a differential parking increase plan instead
of a systemwide increase. said Tom
Boothe, Associated Students director of California State affairs.
It was not known how the presidents voted individually or what po
sition SJSU President Gail Fullerton
took on the issue.
If the trustees approve an increase it would take effect in fall
1988. After a six-month study of the
CSU parking system, the task force.
which was composed of administra
tors and students from the CSU cani
puses. proposed the increase to keep
up with inflation and the need for
more
parking
throughout
the
statewide system.
The proposals are based on the
assumption that a pennit parking
plan is in place at all the CSU
schools. At her first news conference
of the semester last week. Fullerton
said that a permit plan is under consideration for SJSU but has not yet
been approved.
Under the differential increase
favored by the presidents and the
task force, students and employees
at the 19 CSU schools would see
parking rates rise from $33.75 a ,emester to rates which woukl \;11

lower division
transfers might be
smart to stay in
community
colleges.’
John Foote.
Research Director
man next year to drop enrollment
figures.
SJSU had tried this approach in
1971 when the school decided to accept fewer incoming freshmen, said
John Foote. SJSU’s Institutional Research director.
Fcxne said that SJSU had a bad
reputation because of the low number of freshman that it accepted.
"It had an incredible impact on
how high school counselors thought
of SJSU." Foote said.
Another proposed solution was
to declare numerous majors, other
than engineering, as impacted.
Okerlund said. This would decrease
the number of students in a major
and help reduce overcmwded
classes.
One plan to curb enrollment has
already been put into effect. ’The administration will stop accepting applications for spring enrollment
nearly seven weeks sooner than last
year.
The early deadline should cut
the number of applications by more
than half, said Marilyn Radisch.
SJSU director of admissions.
"[Amer
division
transfers
might be smart to stay in community
colleges and finish their general education requirements." Foote said.
"The over-enrollment situation
is going to be tough on students,"
Foote said. "We want to decide on
the least hamdul of solutions," he
said.
"What we’re after is quality education,’ Foote said. "I’ve seen
some classes so overcrowded that
students had to sit out in the hall and
listen to the lecture," he said.
Enrollnient increased from last
year’s 19.1(X) FTE (full time equivalent students- 15 units or more) students to this semester’s total of approximately 20.500 FTE, Foote
said.
However, SJSU receives the
same amount of money as last year’s
budget of 19,1(X) FTE students, even
though there has been an enrollment
increase, Foote said.
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:abe Escobado and ’Dos’ display their trophy

UPD dogs win awards in Modesto
By Dave Lanson
Coady start writer
Two dogs from the Canine
Unit of the University Police Department captured three awards
Saturday at a competition sponsored by the Moclesto Police Canine Association.
UPI) officer Brian Garrett
and his partner Shadow, won three
awards, including a first -place finish in the search technique catergory. The German shepherd also
finished third in agility and fifth
overall.
Officer Gabe Escobeda and
his partner Dos picked up a fourth place priie in the novice division.
which included teams with less
than two year’s experience together.
Overall, there were 19 dogs
competing in Modesto. Escobeda

’It’s more important
(to be ranked) later on in the season.
We don’t care about it right now.’

Spartan football team
ignored in national polls
By Brent Ainsworth
Daily staff writer
The SJSU football team. which
owns a 2-0 record and shares a nation -leading 11 -game winning streak
with the University of Oklahoma,
failed to draw a single vote in this
week’s Associated Press Division IA poll.
There was also no mention of
the Spartans in United Press International’s coaches poll.
Last week SJSU beat Cal.
which had placed 22nd in USA Today’s poll.
The USA Today poll had not
been released at press time.
SJSU head coach Claude Gil-

bert said he wasn’t concerned with
his team’s omission from this week s
list.
"We’ll
get
some
votes. . later," he said. "It’s more important (to he ranked) later on in the
season. We don’t care about it right
now. ’’
Asked when the Spartans
should expect to break into the Top
20, Gilbert said: "Pretty sixin...if
we keep winning."
"We have to win the next two
games to get ranked," said running
back coach Wally Gaskins.
SJSU
slated to face two
See POLL, page 4

said there are other competitions
featuring canine teams from across
the country. Some state contests
include up to 70 dogs.
Despite the award. Dos, a 19month -old
German
shepherd
didn’t even receive an extra can of
Alpo for his efforts.
"I just tell hint he’s a good
boy, and he’s happy and satisfied," Escobeda said.
UPD currently has three canine teams. The dogs are owned
by the state and each officer takes
care of the animal as if it were his
own. Escobeda takes Dos. canted
after the Spanish word Mr two because this is his second police dog
, home each night. He still owns
Unit. his first dog.
Escobeda and Dos have been
partners since April. and the dog
has been in the field since July.

Both go on the same patrol and
perform the same duties as other
UPD officers. As Escobeda put it.
"Dos is a tool" used in police
work.
UPI) bought its newest dog
from the Rhineland% Police Kennels. Each dog undergoes at least
four months of training and each
officer receives loll hour% of training. German shepherds are the
breed most often used but Rottweilers can also he used as police
dogs.
The dogs can search for, detain or attack a suspect. Dos can
even do "ordinary" dog tricks like
shaking hands and rolling over.
Escobeda said most police
dogs can work for seven to nine
years before being retired as long
as they "stay healthy and don’t get
shot."

from $54 to $81 based on the nuniber of garage spaces to total parking
spaces on the eampus.
Because SJSU and San Ftanelse() Sidie I II1VerSity have the niost
garage spaces in the system, their
rates v.ould be the highest at $8 I .
Students and employees at San
Diego State University. UCLA and
California State University at Chico
would pay $72 a nionth. Those at
California State University at Northridge would pay $63 a month.
Employees and students at the
remaining 13 CSU schools would
pay $54 a semester.
The other proposal mapped out
by the task force would have students and employees at all the C’SU
campuses pay $63 a semester to
park. This plan, which does not
See f R ’DEES’, page 8

Students
rally against
fee increase
By Julie Rogyr
Daily staff wnter
About 35 students from the California State University at Long
Beach formed a human blix:kade
yesterday to protest two proposed
parking fee inci eases .
The students momentaril5 prevented several trustees from parking
at the chancellor’s office. which is
adjacent to the CSU I.ong Beach
campus. said line Aldirich. a reporter for the Daily Forty Niner the universit \ newspaper.
No on,
arrested durirn. the
%cc PROT/.

Agency fails to pay
for ticket collection
By Brenda Tai 1.am
Daily stall writer
SJSU is waiting for approximately $30,(XX) to $50.(XX) from
Vertical Management Systems, a
parking -ticket col lect ion agency.
VMS apparently owes SJSt
money for parking fines that wow
collected in June, Jul!, and August.
but have not been paid to the clime,
sity. said Henry Orbach. manager ot
SJSU Traffic and Parking Operations.
The exact amount owed to
SJSU is not yet known because an
audit of payments is still being conducted, he said.
The loss of revenue will not affect this year’s budget hut it might
affect next year’s if pa!, inents are not
collected. However Orbach is confident the money will be collected
from VMS, possibly by Oct. 15.
"We’re optimistic that tale
problem) will be resolved in the next
30 days, Orbach said.
’The payments collected from
parking tickets are used to promote
altemative transportation such as the
monthly Flash Pass used on County
Transit buses, commuter car pools

’We’re optimistic
that (the problem)
will be resolved in
the next 30 days.’
Henry Orbach,
Parking Operations Manager

and ride sharing I lie ;none) ts also
used for maintaining the parking lots
and garages.
Orbach is confident SJSU will
get paid because Traffic.. and Operations renewed iis contract with VMS
for another tcco Cal’s in an ettiiii to
get the money ov, ed.
\ \ IS ha.
It is not known
failed to tum over fine. tmed to
SISU and nearly 71 other total agencies.
The president of VMS could
not he reached for comment.
"We’ve collected more money
.s
See TICK! FC

Banner hangs around to see another season
By Karen M. Derenzi
Daily staff writer
For those who wonder why the
giant blue, white and gold hannet
was hanging over the athletics office
Monday. just ask SJSU head football
coach Claude Gilbert.
"I brought it (the idea) up the
summer before last," Gilbert said.
He wanted some sort cif recog
nition for his team after every vic
tory. Gilbert borrowed the tradition
from San Diego State University.
where he was head coach frorn 1973
KO.
"We had a hell tower tat
SDSU) you could see from all
points," Gilbert said. "The victory
banner hung from the side of the
tower. It was displayed on Sundays
after a victory for a few days."
Gilbert would like to see the
SJSU victory banner hang from
Tower Hall. as originally planned.
"It would he nice if it was
See BANNER, page

Ken ,lohn4lon

SJSI.1 logo is displayed after Saturday’s victory over I.1(’ Berkeley
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Consider Bork’s ideology
the hoopla surrounding the Robert
Bork nomination to the Supreme Court, a
curious idea has surl’aced.
Proponents of this idea suggest that when
considering Bork’s ability to serve on the high
court, senators who comprise the Judiciary
Committee should not consider his ideology.
This is wrong.
Although no one can truly predict how
Bork will rule if he is confirmed, or what the
overall reaction of the court will be, his past
and present political opinions are important.
They are important because the court has become increasingly political and rules on issues
often drawn from political lines.
Washington Post columnist David S.
Broder wrote it best: "Any realistic interpretation of the role of the high court in contemporary American society must acknowledge its
political character."
These political considerations are intensified by the fact that Bork is not an ordinary
judicial appointee. He is a jurist of uncommon
During

intellect and strong views about judicial restraint.
"To say that Bork is unconventional in his
views is not to say that he is unsuitable for the
court," Broder wrote. "It is simply to acknowledge that he brings a significantly different perspective to these issues. This difference
cries out for careful evaluation."
Bork has said he is willing to be questioned on views he has expounded in the past or
his present opinions, and the senators should
take advantage of this.
Bork must be questioned on his views on a
wide-range of issues. These include: what the
role of the high court should be in interpreting
the Constitution, abortion, civil liberties and
First Amendment rulings.
In the end, senators on the Judiciary Committee must to a certain extent presuppose what
will happen to the Supreme Court if Bork is
confirmed. This decision should rightly derive
from considerations of his political ideology.

POP6MOBILE

Editors’ Roundtable

Problems in SJSU residence hall nothing to laugh at
Imagine OH.. it you will. You come home trom a
long, tiring day at the office, looking forward to a hot
shower. Much to your dismay. your water has been cut
off.
Or this -- the temperature has hovered around the
Karen
century mark all day. You sit quietly. trying to combat
the heat with a small electric fan because your air condiDerenzi
tioning has decided to take the afternoon ()ff.
Does this sound like something from "Ripley’s Believe It or Not?’ Well. believe it.
’These scenarios are encountered by SJSU residents
living in the seven on -campus residence halls. In ihe past
two semesters. those living in the halls have had’ to deal
with broken water mains. over-heated buildings and. of substance has quickly been tossed into the garbage and a
peanut butter and jelly sandwich eaten instead.
course, the food.
I know you have heard it all before. but just conLast February, the construction company working
on the new pool blamed out -dated blueprints on an acci- sider this residents can pay up to $1,950 per semester to
dent which left nearly I .8(X) people without water for live in the halls.
I speak trom experience. This is the third year I
nearly 24 hours. They got together at night to walk over
to the Health Building to do such simple things as brush have had to deal with the situation. Most of the students
%%rho decide to try residence hall life move out after two
their teeth and wash their faces.
In August. a brief heat wave became intolerable years I ilf11 one of a handful of people still living in my
when it was discovered that the air conditioning system hall st hi, loosed in just two years ago. There are 205
had been turned off over the summer. Problems arose people IR mg in my hall.
1 suppose I’ve gotten used to it. I found myself
when trying to turn it back on. Some of the residents are
still waiting for maintenance to fix their thermostats. By chuckling at the complaints of the new students when the
the time they are all fixed, it may be time to tum on the halls opened in August.
Yet thi. isn’t a laughing matter. One of my fellow
heat.
So many. things have been said about "dorm fo(xl," residents recently pointed out that if we lived in an apartthe words %souk! probably fill several volumes. Gener- ment. ise wouldn’t put up with the situation. We would
ally it is OK
until you get to the surprise meals. The complain to our landlord and something would be done.
Si) we aired our grievances. "Please fill out a maincomplaints really get nasty after an unidentifiable food

tenance request," we were politely told. With the overflow of these requests. it can sometimes take a week or
more to get a problem taken care of.
The university has a shortage of maintenance workers to fix the many problems which arise in the residence
halls. There are only six of these people to take care of
almost 1.800 residents on campus. plus the residents in
Spartan Village and Spartan City.
By the way, there are some good points to living in
a residence hall. Unfortunately. they are often hidden behind the frowns and complaints.
Living on campus makes it easy to leave for class a
short. 10 minutes before the professor walks in and begins. There are many events held by the individual halls
and by the Inter-Residence Hall Association. There is always someone to sit around and procrastinate with when
you really don’t want to write that term paper.
Residents have the opportunity to become more involved in campus life. Since they are always around.
they can take the time to join clubs, fraternities and sororities.
Perhaps one of the biggest pluses to living in the
halls is there is no commute to hassle with every morning
and afternoon. I know former residents who have m(wed
home and now drive to school. At least one is ready to
move back int() the area rather than make the tiring commute.
I have made some of my best friends in the residence halls. I would never give them up for anything.
They make this life livable. After all, without them, who
would I have to complain to when my air conditioning
went on vacation?

Letters to the Editor
Waldheim, U.S. visit damage pope
falitor.
Yesterday, I read an column about the greatness of
Pope John Paul II in the Spartan Daily. Then, I read the
Mercury News (Monday) evening. The paper quoted
John Paul saying. "Social injustice and unjust social
Srnictures exist only because individuals and groups of
individuals deliberately maintain or tolerate then)."
These sound like the words of a sincere and caring
man.
That is an illusion.
The truth is that the words quoted by the Mercury
News were uttered by the same mouth that spoke
glowingly of Kurt Waldheim.
The same mouth that spoke out against "social injustice and unjust social structures." speaks for an inter-

national oiganization which propagates an unjust social
structure Is% not allowing women to participate in that organization’s hierarchy.
the same mouth which pretends to be so
sincere and humble. has allowed himself to be prostituted to the pomp and ceremony that is the papal visit.
I believe that a man who is the voice of God on
earth (if he truly is) should show his concern for life by
condemning those who so rapaciously stole it in the German concentration camps of World War IL not praise
and support them. He should provide a catalyst for social
reform in his own realm by allowing women to he more
than nuns or church secretaries.
Anti finally. I believe that a man who is the voice of
God should not have to shout to be heard above the raucous pomp and ceremony of a Madison Avenue -style.
whirlwind tour of the United States.
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I would be less disappointed if I believed the pope
would reflect later and understand that his visit is not a
religious experience. I would be less disappointed if I believeti that he would understand that his visit is a public
relations extravaganza, filled with all the hype and commercial interest of a Bruce Springsteen concert.
Perhaps people should look more closely at any
mortal man before setting him next to God where many
have placed Pope John Paul II.
Roger Murray
Senior
industrial Technology

Rec Center allegations unproven
Editor.
In response to an article written in the Spartan Daily
on Sept. 14. regarding the Student Union Recreation and
Events Center, Lany Dougherty approached Micheal
McLennan and me more than a month ago with some
very serious allegations. These allegations are just that.
At this time, they have not been substantiated. Dougherty will be meeting with the Associated Students Executives to produce documents for our review.
If any of the charges are substantiated. the charges
will be pursued to protect student interests. We at the Associated Students believe there is popular support for the
Recreation and Events Center. The Student Union has
been very cooperative in %haring information with the
students. Therefore, I find no reason to believe or make
public the charges at this tirne.
There are many policy decisions that have yet to be
made; i.e.. student use vs. faculty, staff and public use.
The A.S. also welcomes any input you may have regarding these decisions.
M. Terry McCarthy
A.S.Vice President
(’hair, A.S. Board of Directors

Forum Policy

YOU.

3

The Spartan Daily encourages readers to
write letters to the editor. However, personal attacks and letters in poor taste will not be published.
I ,etters must bear the writer’s name, major,
phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second floor of Dwight Bente! Flail or to the Student
Union Information desk.

Jeff
Goularte

Keep an open mind
Americans love a good fight. and that’s what
the Senate confirmation hearings on Judge
Robert Bork’s nomination to the Supreme
Court is shaping up to be.
Unfortunately, it’s not a fair fight.
Ever since President Reagan nominated Rod(
to succeed the retired Justice Lewis F. Powell in
July, Bork opponents have waged a mud -slinging
campaign that has been messier than the William
Rehnquist confirmation hearings were last year.
But it’s not Flork’s qualifications which are
being scrutinized. Most rational thinkers would
agree he is eminently qualified: he’s a superb lawyer, he’s been an esteemed professor at Yale and he
has been a federal appeals court judge since 1982.
Rather, what has dominated the thought processes of liberal thinkers is Bork’s ideology. Yes,
he’s a strong-willed conservative. but he has been
unfairly portrayed as a cross between Attila the Hun
and the Ayatolah.
His detractors. among them the AFL-C10. the
NAACP and the American Civil Liberties Union.
contend that once confirmed. Flork will embark on
a rabid rampage to systematically roll back 30 years
of Supreme Court decisions on important social issues such as Roe v. Wade, the 1973 landmark case
which legalized abortion.
proponents, such as Reagan and former
Bork
Supreme Court Chief Justice Warren Burger,
have centered their counter arguments around
the propriety of the Senate investigating a nominee’s political philosophy.
And that is the crucial question in this instance: Should the Senate focus on an appointee’s
professional qualifications and moral character, or
should it query his or her political philosophy as
well’?
Historically, the answer is ambiguous. While
nearly one in five nominees have failed, including
three in the last 20 years. most were rejected because they were not judicially qualified, not because of their particular ideology.
Judgements regarding Bork’s philosophy have
been derived from a variety of sources: he has written extensively over the last 20 years enunciating
his legal views. These articles have appeared in
scholarly and popular publications. And like anyone who has had their opinions published, he’s
()pen to fair criticism and debate.
But personal opinions are not inviolable. For
instance. Bork has changed (for the better) some of
his past views concerning affirmative action and
civil rights.
Politics aside, the most disturbing aspect of
this nomination process is that just about everyone
involved. conservatives and democrats alike, is operating with a closed mind. Out of the 13 members
of the Judiciary Committee only three senators have
not decided how they will vote - and they haven’t
even heard the man answer his inquisitors.
Then there s senator Joseph Biden, D -Del.,
who will preside over the hearings. This presidential candidate originally said Bork was a qualified candidate and that he would confirm Bork, but
when pressure to oppose Bork from special interest
groups mounted. he began to sing another tune.
And with Ted Kennedy, D -Mass., on the committee, viewers of the proceedings are likely to hear
his special version of morality. It all promises to be
great theater.
It’s important to keep in mind that most appointees do not always vote along partisan lines
once they become justices. Sandra Day O’Conner
is a goix1 example of a "conservative" who doesn’t
always vote in a conservative manner.
In the end. reason and logic will prevail over
visceral emotion and liberal partisan politics. Bork
will be confinned sometime in October, and his
presence on the court will be felt for years to come.
And believe it or not, the world as we know it
will not end.
Jeff Goularte is the Forum page editor.
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Germans break
NASA’s code
FRANKFURT, West Germany (AP)
Hackers
broke into NASA’s worldwide coinputer network
throughout the summer and gathered secret data on
space shuttle projects and rocket failures. West German media said Tuesday..
News reports said young West Germans gained
regular al:CeSS to at least 2(1 coniputers of the U.S.
space agency and had the ability to paralyze the entire
network.
The ARD tele% ’,ion network said a flaw in the
network’s security ss stem allowed the hackers to
enter the network from May to September.
The NASA sy stem connects more than 1,6(10
computers worldwide that share information on space
research, nuclear physics and molecular biology,
ARD said. The netviiirk includes U.S. atomic research facilities in I .os Alamos. N.M.
The Hamburg -based magazine Stern reported
similar information.
"When 1 saw Welcome to the NASA headquarters ... installation’ on my’ screen. I was a little
shocked. to say the least." the magazine quoted one
youth as saying.
The Hamburg -based "Chaos (7omputer Club"
said in a statement to news media Tuesday that the
youths turned to the club for help when they realized
the enormity of their discovery.
The statement said the hackers penetrated the
network to show the "unbelievable weaknesses" of
the security system and had no interest in the secret
data.
The reports did not say how many hackers were
involved or where they’ Its ed.
In Washington, the National Aeronautics and
Space Adminisiration said it was preparing a
statement.
Stern said the hackers. a term used for amateurs
who gain access to private computer systems. obtained NASA memos to employees on daily space
shuttle program updates and on how to deal with the
media.
The magazine. quoting one youth’s records of
computer transactions. said the hackers were able to
read users’ electronic mail and had the ability to paralyze the entire network.
In one of the most serious security breaches. the
hackers obtained NASA information on space shuttle
projects. computer security studies and nx:ket boosters. the television network said.
Scientists in at least eight other countries besides
the United States are linked to the computer network.
Stern said the system is called the "Space Physics
Analysis Network... or SPAN.
In addition to the NASA computers. the hackers

gained access to computers at some ot Europe’s most
sophisticated research institutions, including the European Space Agency in Darmstadt, West Germany;
the European Nuclear Research Center in Geneva.
and the European Laboratory for Molecular Biology
in Heidelberg, West Germany.
ARD said the hackers provided more than 200
pages of documents pertaining to entry. int() the
NASA computers for Tuesday night’s television
broadcast.
The computer club said the penetration was discovered in August and all organizations who use the
network were notified.

Cling to morals, pope says
Paul II
Pope John
LOS ANGELES (AP)
opened his visit Tuesday to the world’s entertainment
capital with an exhortation to cling to "a responsible
moral life" even if it means "being out of step with
majority opinion."
The notorious Los Angeles freeway tratTic
flowed unusually smoothly as a crowd estimated by
police at 300.0(10 turned out to see the pope along a
seven -mile motorcade that took him through Hispanic, Japanese. Chinese and Korean areas.
Planners had hoped for between I million and 2
million people for the parade in the nation’s largest
Roman Catholic archdiocese.
Speaking to 6,000 young people at Universal
an address linked by satelStudios Amphitheatre
lite to youth gatherings in St. Louis, Denver and Portland. Ore. the pope linked suicide with spiritual
emptiness.
"Why does it sometimes happen that a seemingly healthy person, successful in the eyes of the
world. takes an overdose of sleeping pills and commits suicide’?" the pope asked. "Why. on the other
hand. do we see a seriously disabled person tilled
with great zest for life’?
"The one has lost all hope." he said. In the
other. hope is alive and overflowing."
The pope’s motorcade ended with a prayer service at St. Vibiana’s Cathedral. where the pope
sounded a familiar theme the difficulty’ and importance of applying morality to speech and deed in secular America, a country that has enjoyed constitutional
guarantees of freedom for 200 years.
The invited guests were representatives from
each of Los Angeles’ 284 parishes and 27 missions.
The disinvited guests were vagrants vs ho normally take their meals at a mission nest door to the
cathedral but were moved elsewhere jor the duration
of the papal visit. Church officials said the Secret
Service and police insisted on the actions for the
pope’s security on grounds that a terrorist might hide
among the homeless.
The pope also was scheduled to meet late in the
day with leaders of the communications industry.
then celebrate Mass at Los Angeles Coliseum.

SJSU magazine seeks contributors
Access makazine is back this
semester for its third issue, and is
seeking story queries from prospective writers.
The magazine. rated All American by the Associated College Press,
is requesting articles on topics including sports. travel. fashion.
health. careers and campus and social issues.
"We’re 1(x)king for stories that
are inmiediately relevant to our student readers." said Acce%, editor
Frank Michael Russell. a senior Illa"Thes should
orinF
be hoili tun to w lite and tun to

For the Record
The Spartan Daily is
committed to accuracy. Any
significant error brought w an
editor’s attention will he corrected.
/f you nonce %omerhink;
which you kiwi( / s mcorreu.
please wrtte to the Spartan
Daily. San Jose State University. One Washington Square.
San Jose, CA 95 /92.

read."
Students interested in writing
for the magazine should send a query
letter to the magazine adviser. Professor Harvey Gotliffe, at 104
Dwight Flentel Hall, Department of
Journalisni and Mass Communications, San Jose State University, San
Jose. Calif. 95192. Query deadline
is Monday.
The staff will also be seeking
queries from artists and photographers by the end of the month.
Editors were elected at an Access staff meeting Sept. 9. The associate editor is Tegan M. McLane, a

senior journalism major. and the managing editor is Dan Kier. a graduate
student in mass conimunications.
Other staff members are Kathy
Kinser. photo editor; Keith Tonra.
art director: Maura Varni. sports and
recreation editor: Renato Flerniudez,
public relations and adverti.iii,
coordinator. Mark Lewinan,
and copy editor; and Swaroop tialak
rishna. features editor.
Access is published twice a
year. in December and May. hv
Department of Journalism and
Communications.

The University Club Forum
will have a seminar on the topic,
"Whose l.aws Should We Obey?"
from noon to 1:30 p.m. today in the
Woddard Room. Call Roy Young at
277-33 I 5 for information.

Services will hold a meeting for volleyball and football officials from 7
to 10 p.m. tonight in the Student
Union Almaden Room. Call Howard
Baca or Greg Marshall at 277-21{514
for information.

The Bulwer Lytten Undergraduate Six:iety is holding a meeting at
noon today in Faculty Office Building Room 104. Call Kim Apathy at
287-2064 for information.

Amnesty International will hold
a meeting at 9:30 p.m. tonight in the
Student Union Pacheco R(x)m. Call
Susie Salminen at 277-8228 for information.

The College Republicans are
having their weekly meeting at 12:30
p.m. today in the Student Union
Guadalupe Room. Call Jill Cisowski
at 358-1061 for information.

The Re -Entry Club will be
holding a Support Group from 12:30
to 1:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Pacheco Roorn. Call Lee
Shatto at 37(1-2344 for information.

The Re -Entry Advisory Program will sponsor a brown bag lunch
from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. today in the
Student Union Pacheco Room. Call
Virginia O’Reilly at 277-2005 for information.

The SJSU Sierra Club will have
its first meeting of the semester at
2:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student
Union Pacheco Room. Call Alan
Kirk at 279-1804 for information.

The Women’s Resource Center
will have a volunteer and social
gathering meeting at 3:30 p.m. today
in Administration Building Room
223. Call Teri Ann or Ben Given() at
277-2(147 for information.
P.F. Lester will be speaking at
the Meteorology Seminar Series
today from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in
Duncan Hall Room 615. Call the
Department of Meteorology at 2772311 for information.
Campus Ministry will hold a
prayer group from 4 to 5 p.m. today
at the chapel at 3(8) S. 10th St. Call
Natalie Shiras at 298-0204 for information.
Edward Steinman will he
speaking to the Campus Democrats
at 7 p.m. tonight in the Student
Union Building Council Room. Call
Francis Larrivie at 289-1543 for information.
The Asian American Christian
Fellowship will hold its weekly’
meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in the Student Union Costanoan 12(x)m.
Don Chin at 997-7808 for infornialion.
The Wornen’s Resource Center
will hold a community forum on Justice Bork at 7 p.m. tonight in the
Student Union A.S Council Chambers. Call Teri Ann or lien Giveno at
277-2047 for information.
The SJSU Sailing Club and
Racing Team will be holding its first
meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in the Stu
dent Union Pacheco Room. Call
Claudia Antes or Jill Mcl.aughlin
287-2518 for information.
Associated

Students

I .eisure

Let YOUR
profits soar!
Advertise in the
ISpartan Daily
277-3171

Club hosts
barbecue
By Kathy Dwyer
Daily staff writer

For a chance to contribute to the
Disabled Students Association and
meet fellow students, today’s barbecue sponsored by the association is
the perfect opportunity.
"Everyone is welcome .’’ said
John Moore, president of the SJSU
Disabled Students Association/Club.
The Disabled Students Association/Club is a state-wide organization aimed to benefit students
throughout the California State University system. SJSU’s chapter has
esaxiidsted for about five years. Moore

The barbecue is scheduled. to
start at 10:30 a.m. and run until 2
p.m. at the campus barbecue pits. located on Seventh Street across from
the Music Building.
Entertainment will be provided
The Christian Science Organiby
two visually -impaired student%
zation will have a testimony meeting
who
will be singing and playing the
at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Music
Building. Room 213. Call Tiffany piano. Moore said.
The lunch plate which will inCooper at 245-2389 for information.
clude chicken. french bread. salad
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance and soft drinks will be $3.50. The
will have a meeting from 4:30 to proceeds will go to the club’s social
6:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student activities fund.
The majority of handicapped
Union Montalvo Room. Call James
students at SJSU arc mobility -imat 263-2312 for information.
paired, but the "majority’ of students
Delta Sigma Pi, the profes- in the club are hearing-impaired,"
sional co-ed business fraternity, will Moore said. "We’d like to change
have its professional speaker series that and get a large variety of people
starting at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the to join ."
According to state law. clubs
Spartan Memorial. Call Paul() Olicannot prohibit anyone from joining
veira at 998-4328 for information.
a university -funded club. "In other
The Cycling Club will have its words. you don’t have to be disabled
first meeting of the semster at 7:30 to join." Moore said.
The club receives funds each
p.m. tomorrow in Dudley Moorehead Hall, Room 234. Call Rick at year from the SJSU Associated Students
budget, but holds many fund279-2527 for information.
raisers throughout the year to sponThe SJSU Tae Kwon Do Club sor various club activities. Moore
is holding a signup for new members said.
Past club activities have induring their regular practice session
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. tomorrow in cluded kayaking in Sausalito over
SPX 75. Call Mary or Dominic at the Latx)r Day weekend and another
trip is scheduled for later in the year.
258-980(1 for information.
"We have about 30 members."
The Concert Choir is holding he said. "but we really want to get
our
Membership
level up. It was low.
auditions through Sept. 18 in the
Music Building. Room 262. Call Dr. last year too."
Members are all SJSU students
Charlene Archibeque at 277-2923
and major in a variety of different
for information.
subjects.
The club holds meetings on the
The Ass(x:iated Students are
now accepting applications for chair- first Monday of every month from
person of the 1.0.C. The deadline 3:30 to 5 p.m. in the Student Union
for applications is Wednesday. Sept. Umunhum Room .
Ten to 15 people attend the
23. Call Michele Hertolone at 277monthly meetings regularly’.
3201 for information.

GRANDE PIZZERIA OFFER
This coupon entitles you to
$2.00 off any large or extra large pizza or
$1.50 off any small or medium pizza!
Grande Pizzeria
(408) 292-2840
150 East San Carlos
on Corner of 4th St.
Expires Dec. 31, 1987
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Mark My Words

Mark
Foyer

Miracle workers
perhaps the till1C has come for SJSU’s place k icker Sergio Olivare/ to meet George
Blanda.
Altera’’, Olivarez has hit sonic game -winning
field goals, including Saturday’s 20-yarder in the
Spartans’ 27-25 win over Cal.
As for Blanda. he had hit some big field goals
in his 25 -year career in the NFL.
His biggest moments came in 1970, he kicked
field goals - and threw a couple of touchdown
passes --- in the final moments of games for five
straight weeks to give the Raider four wins anti a
tie.
During that time. Blanda became an American
folk hero. Here he was, this "old’ man (age 43)
still leading his team to key victories.
And in Oakland, Blanda became more than
just a hero. He became...
Well Raider announcer Bill King said Blanda
was named king of the world after leading the
Raiders back to another heart -stopping victory.
The next day. buttons appeared in San
Francisco proclaiming Blanda for mayor.
Well. how about it? Olivarez for mayor. Or
maybe governor? Hey, these are the 1980s and
anything is possible.
If a football team trails by 10 points with 1:15
to go in a game and wins, anything is possible.
If a football team trails by one point with 27
seconds remaining in a game and wins, then
miracles can happen.
And yes, a miracle happened Saturday.
Trailing 25-24 with less then half-a-minute to go,
the Spartans appeared to be on their way to a loss.
But a 15 -yard penalty by Cal (for celebrating
too much after taking the lead) and a retum of the
kickoff to the Bear 39 gave the Spartans great field
position.
Two plays later, they were on the Cal 3. Enter
Olivarez. a miracle worker. Exit Cal.
And while we are on the subject of miracle
workers. how about a few words for another SJSU
miracle worker, quarterback Mike Pere/.
Practically everyone knows about Perez, the
Heisman Trophy candidate. It was his pass to
Johnny Johnson in the last moments of Saturday’s
thriller that made it possible for Olivarez to attempt
his field goal.
Perez has done this sort of thing before. Just
ask Fresno State.
The Bulldogs took a 41-31 lead with 1:15
remaining in last year’s meeting with the Spartans.
Just atsout everyone assumed the Bulldogs had the
game won. That is everyone except Perez. who
pmceeded to fire two TD passes to give the
Spartans the win.
Thus. Pere/ became a miracle worker. Step
aside Roger Staubach. Move over Ken Stabler.
Watch out Joe Montana. Perez has pulled off
IIIIraeles that would make you drool.
Need to score at least two touchdowns in the
final two minutes of a game to pull off the win?
Perez has done that.
Mos e the team the length of the field to get a
winning score? Yes sir, Perez has done that also.
That was done in last year’s UNLV game. The
Spartans didn’t score a touchdown to win. They instead got a field goal. You know who kick it.
Sergio Olivarez that miracle -working
place-kicker for SJSU.
Mark Foyer, assistant sports editor of the
Spartan Daily, has neser stopped believing in
miracles. He will be at Candlestick Park for the
playoffs and the World Series. "Mark My
Words" runs esery- other Wednesday..

WED.,
THURS.,
SUN.
$1 .00

Poll: SJSU snubbed by voters
From page I
Pacifit: 10 Conference schools. Oregon State and Stanford, before beginning its Pacific Coast Athletic Association schedule. The coaches said wins in the next two
weeks could provide instant national exposure.
"If we beat Stanford we’ll get some votes." defensive line coach John Vogt predicted. "But were taking them one at a time. We’re not worried about what the
writers think. We have to beat Oregon State first."
The other staff members agreed that it may be uso
early to expect a national ranking. especially from the
east coast voters.
Mike Perez, a Heisman Trophy candidate. has already gained nation-wide notoriety with his prolific 1986
statistics. and his continued success could help convince
voters to examine SJSU more closely.
The Spartans, defending California Bowl champions, were ranked 20th in Playboy’s Pre -season poll
anti finished last year with a 20th ranking from Sports Illustrated.
Lawrence Fan. SJSU Sports Information Director.
said the sante 20 teams tend to remain on top until lesser
known teams win consistently’. Oklahoma retained its
No. I ranking after a 28-0 win over North Carolina.
Rounding out the top five was Nebraska. Auburn.
Louisiana State and Ohio State.
Number 10-ranked Washington grabbed the most
votes of any West Coast school, with UCLA, ranked
13th. and Arizona State. ranked 15th. close behind.
Defending national champion Penn Statk.. V:111C11

NEW YORK (AP)
Howard Johnson uses corked
bats. he can’t field and he talks uso much. So lunch tor
the criticism. He’s also made New York Met. tails lingo
about Ray Knight, and now he’s in the 30-30 ,:lub
The fraternity consists ot players with power and
speed 30 home runs and 30 stolen bases. It includes
guys like Willie Mays. Hank Aaron and Bobby Bonds.
plus C’incinnatis Eric Davis this season. No one mentioned Howard Johnson until this year, except usually to
criticize him.
"It is a special feeling, after what I’s e been
through:. Johnson said with a smile. "laxik at the guys
who have done it. It’s an honor."
Johnson is only the eighth player to get in. and the
first exclusive infielder to do it.
Tommy Harper. an outfielder most of his career.
in the infield
played five games in the outfield and I
for Milwaukee in 1970 when he reached 30-30. Ken
Williams, with the St. Louis Brom.lis
and Dale
Murphy are the only others. Bonds did it 11% e tinies and
Mays twice.
Johnson and Davis became the first players to accomplish the feat in the same season
A lot of people expected Davis to achieve big numbers. The only number many thought Johnson

8:30PM

John Vogt,
SJSU defensive line coach
had the longest winning stic.ik at 13 until losing to Alabama 24-13 on Saturday . iell from Ilth to 20th.
Ten other schmils received votes in the poll: Iowa
133). Boston College 125). South Carolina 123). Texas
A&M (19). Syracuse (14), Oklahoma State 15), Indiana
13). Eastern Michigan(’ I. Florida 11) and Oregon (1).
Florida i I - I ) is the only team among the last 10
without a perfect record.
The weekly. poll is conducted by 60 sportswriters
from selected areas where college football is particularly
strong. It is released to AP subscribers Monday evenings.
Among the voters are CBS sports anchor Brent
Musburger. ABC’s Keith Jackson and Doug Looney of
Sports Illustrated. The three Bay Area voters are Phil
Taylor ot the San Jose Mercury News, The San Francisco Chronicle’s Jake Curtis and Jeff Faraudo of the

A 40 -year-old man who
WESTMINSTER 1AP1
pleaded no contest to assaulting a teen-age umpire at a
Little League game wrote a 1,000 -word essay on
"proper behavior at a sporting event" as required by the
court.
But he didn’t say he was sorry.
In fact, Robert Foster. who filed his essa V.1111 the
court Monday, insisted the incident was at least partiall
the fault of the umpire. 16 -year -old C.J. 1
it V,e as
"This incident need not happen
spectators can be ensured that the umpires calling our
games are adults, not children... Foster w plc
On June 16. 1986. Foster marched onto the Edison
High School baseball field in Huntington Beach and reportedly slugged Ellison. a Seaview I.ittle League umpire who had made two calls against the team of Foster’s
I 5 -year-old son.
West Orange County Municipal Judge Michael
Beecher had left for vacation and couldn’t he reached to
say if the essay was acceptable.
Besides the essay. Foster was ordered to pay an
$850 fine and perform 80 hours it. community service.
Despite his insistence that it wasn’t all his fault.
Foster wrote:

FRI. & SAT.

CLUB
COMEDY
23 N. Market St., San Jose

ADMISSION

cumulate was errors, having made 20 last season in parttime duty at shortstop and third base.
Johnson still is having trouble in the field. especially. on balls hit ll/ his left and ones hit directly at him.
He has committed 25 errors and some detractors have
suggested he will be the first to join the 30-30-30 club.
Even Mets Manager Davey Johnson said, "He isn’t
exactly Brooks Robinson.
Flut. there’s no denying what the 26-year-old Johnson can do with the hat
opponents have complained
three times ilits season that his models are corked and
on the bases
Johnson has hit 34 home runs and leads the Mets
with 90 11111S batted in and 30 stolen bases. He’s even
batting .280. 2% points higher than his career average for
six seasons
Amaiing. considering his previous major league
highs were 12 homers and 10 steals, both in 1984 with
Detroit. In the minor leagues in 1982, Johnson did steal
35 bases and hit 23 home runs. Last season. he hit 10
home runs and stole eight bases.
"I’m probably more surprised by my home runs."
Johnson said "I really didn’t expect to hit that tnany.
"Pitchers have been making adjustments on me all
season. but I’ve been making them. too.’’

"Trust me. in the state of anger. you will never end
up on top tw accomplish anything by discussing with an
umpire your beliefs. He is the man of the hour and his
udgment is the end result.
’And clearly I’ve proved that there is no advantage
to question an umpire’s call, or for that matter, anything
"

McEnroe will miss
favorite tournament
NF.W YORK (AP) - John McEnroe says a twomonth suspension from tennis probably will cost him a
chance to play in one of his favorite tournaments, the
Masters in New York, but he doesn’t expect much sympathy.
McEnroe, attending a press reception to promote a
toumament in Mexico, said Monday he probably would
appeal $17,850 in fines and his suspension stemming
from several off-color outbursts at the U.S. Open.
"I haven’t made a decision yet," he said. ’but I do
feel fairly strong that I will appeal."
MeEnroe received the suspension and $17,500 in
fines after three separate warnings for cursing at the chair
umpire during his third -round vichwy Sept. 5 over Slotxxian Zivojinovic of Yugoslavia. He received a $350
fine in an earlier match.
McEnroe said the Masters, held in November, was
one of his favorite tountaments "because I was brought
up in New York. and not to get the opportunity to play at
Madison Square Garden. where I went quite often a.s a
child, is disappointing. The Masters is the main thing I
would miss. and that’s slid." McEnme, 28, is from Glen
Cove. N.Y.
While saying he didn’t think his chances were good
in appeal. he said he hoped he could "at least get my
fines reduced."
"I do feel that what I did was a mistake. However, I
don’t think I should have been suspended two months for
it." McEnroe said. "I’d say it doesn’t look like I have a
whole lot of sympathy on this."
After being ranked No. I in the world from 198184, McEnme slipped to second in 1985 and 14th last
year when he took a 61/2-month sabbatical from tournament tennis.

The partners and professional staff
of the San Jose office of Peat
Marwick Main & Co. are pleased
to announce that the following
graduates have joined our firm:

2 for 1

Plenty of Safe Parking
Drink Minimum
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WITH
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Call 298-2266 for Reservations
INTRODUCTORY TICKET
(’ w i I
For up to four laughers
Seating based on availability
Offer good through October 31, 1987

SJSU quarterback Mike Pere/ was named Pacific Coast Aihletic Association Offensive Player of
the Week for his performance in last Saturday’s 2725 edging of Cal.
Perez. who has taken the early lead in the national total offense rankings with his 329.5 yardsper-garne. completed 29 of 44 passes for 378 yards
against the Bears, including a 50-yard touchdown
pass to tight end Rill Klump.
For the third time in as many tries, Pere7
guided the Spartan offense into scoring position late
in the game to grab a come -from -behind win. Pere?
hit Johnny Johnson on a 36-yard pass to set the
stage for Sergio Olivare7’s field goal with one second left.
SJSU ranks 16th in total offense with 444
yards per game. Perez is throwing with a 62.9 percent completion rate (56 of 89) with three touchdowns and three interceptions.
New Mexico State defensive back Mike Hall
was named the conference’s Defensive Player of
the Week for his two-interception. four-tackle outing against New Me x ico.

V.:11(1 Daily ReVieW.
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some votes. But we’re taking
them one at a time.’
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AIR FORCE
LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE

Carol Callen
Karen DeLisle
Samuel Hageman
Karrin Kachel
Michelle Kies
Gilbert Leon
Anne McKereghan
James McKinlay

Ann Miller
Louis Nguyen
Raymond Ong
Jeffrey Ott
John Rodman
Kimberly Santarini
Jeffrey Werner
Melanie Wilson

Welcome to Peat Marwick!
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Peat Marwick Main & Co.
55 South Market Street
San Jose, CA 95113
408-279-2000
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was really amped. I had to do something
to keep me pumped up for the game.
Originally, I was just going to cut it real
short, but then I just lathered it up and
shaved it all off.’

Spartans’ rookie wide receiver
emerges as new offensive threat

a

0

By Brent Ainsworth
Daily malt writer
Look in the SJSU football press
guide under all-time career rushing
yards and you’ll find Johnny Johnson fourth from the top. The same
name and ranking can be found
under the career scoring category.
Wait. Johnny Johnson, the
sophomore wide receiver who is the
newest weapon in SJSU’s point scoring machine, has played just two
games in a Spartan uniform. What’s
his name doing in the record books’?
His name is allowing alumni
and longtime fans to relive memories
of Johnny’s father, a star running
back on the 196(1-1962 teams. Johnson Sr. gained 1,700 yards and
scored 21 touchdowns in three seasons and is a member of the Spartan
Nxitball Hall of Fame.
Johnson Jr. could be destined
for the same honor. although it’s a
bit premature to wager a bet. The
6-ftx)t-3. 207 -pound newcomer has
six catches for 163 yards and two
touchdowns. His 27.2 yards-percatch is tops on the team. He may be
young anti raw, but Number 32 has
played a crucial (tile in his team’s
two 1987 wins, helping extend
SJSU’s winning streak to a nation leading 11 games.
Case in point: at Saturday’s
game against Cal, the Spartans
found themselves down by a point
with 14 ticks remaining on the clock.
Quarterback Mike Perez, whose
Heisman Trophy campaign was lx)rn
when he directed an unforgettable
last-minute drive in last year’s
thrilling 45-41 win over Fresno
State, smelled another come -from behind victory.
Perez took the snap and
dropped back to pass. His favorite
receiver, Guy Liggins, was well
covered by Golden Rear defenders.
Rut Johnmin, who had already
scored a 43-yard TD pass in the
game. had jetted past cornerback
Travis Oliver and was streaking for
the goal line. Another Rear defender
was busy sprinting to the scene.
Perez lofted the ball and Johnson made a tricky over-the -shoulder
catch while being dragged down on
the three yard line. He immediately
motioned for a time out, and he got it
with six seconds left in the game.
Sergio Olivarez’s 20-yard field goal
gave SJSU its second win over Cal
in as many years.
"Mike (Perez) threw a great
pass on that play." said receivers
coach Dan Henson. "It was a great
route and great catch."
Johnson has turned out to be a
great catch for the Spartan ftx)tball
program. A record -setting running
back for his 1985 Santa Cruz High
School team, he rushed for 1.729
yards and 24 touchdowns on his way
to earning All -Central Coast Section
honors. His 8.2 yards-per-carry attracted the attention of numerous

major college coaches, but Johnson
trimmed his choice to one -- for one
reason.
"The coaches at San Jose State
had faith in me," he said.
They had to. Signing Johnson,
one of the most highly touted prep
running backs in the state, would be
a gamble. He would be sidelined by
Proposition 48, a ruling which prohibits freshmen athletes from participating without meeting minimum
grade-point -average and/or SAT
standards. One year of eligibility
was shot...down the drain.
Wally Gaskins. SJSU’s running
backs coach, said there were ttx)
many reasons to maintain interest in
Johnson. even after learning that the
ace prospect would be forced to forfeit one season.
"We were willing to take him
as a Prop 48 because he’s a great athlete," Gaskins explained. "We
knew he would play for us somewhere (when he became eligible).
We were committed to him, no matter what. We took the chance and it’s
worked out well."
Johnson spent last season working on his grades (which improved
steadily), playing pick-up basketball
and adapting to college life. Once in
a while, he’d ride his bike to South
Campus and watch football practice.
If he felt like teasing himself.
"It was tough to watch those
guys playing ball when I couldn’t,"
he said. "You don’t know how bad I
wanted to play."
Johnson finally got his chance
to slip on the pads during this year’s
spring practice, but the 19-year-old
running back hopeful wouldn’t be
taking handoffs from Perez very
long. A new plan was in store.
The Spartan coaching staff had
huddled and decided to move Johnson from his natural backfield position to wide receiver. Rather than
battle for playing time with incumbent standouts Kenny Jackson and

’Maybe I can help
open (the coverage)
up for the others. If
they choose to
double team me,
they’ll pay the
price.’

Pave 5

Johnny Johnson,
SJSU wide receiver
faked a handoff and hit Johnson on a
quick screen near the left sideline.
Johnson, with the help of some devastating blocks from his teammates,
cruised 27 yards for the score.
That performance prompted
Gilbert to say he planned to get the
ball in Johnson’s hands as much as
possible. Even if that plan doesn’t
work out, Johnson is elated just to he
on the field.
"I love playing -- no matter
what," he said. "I’ll just stay in and
block if they want me to. I know my
time will come. Whatever I can do to
help us win, I’ll do. I’m just happy
to be playing."
Once future opponents catch
onto SJSU’s latest threat. Johnson
could be used as a decoy for Liggins,
Kenny Roberts and the rest of the receiving corps.

Ron Fried Special to the Spartan Daily

Johnny Johnson has become a new target for Mike Perez
ute right away," Henson said. "He
was unpolished as a wide receiver
but we needed to fill the void."
Johnson’s reaction to the switch
was little more than a shrug and a
smile.
’I didn’t really care. as long as
I got to play." he said. "With the
backs they had, I don’t think 1
wouldve gotten the chance to carry
the ball much. It’s a new position but
I think I’m learning prem fast."
So do the (7al (lett lisi) e backs.

"Maybe I can help open (the
coverage) up for the others," Johnson said. "If they choose to double
team me, theyIl pay the price. Perez
will just find sometx)dy else that’s
open.
"He’s still a nxikie wide receiver." Henson said. "He’s looked
better and better each game. He’s a
threat on deep routes and underneath. And he blocks like crazy.
Still. Gilbert hints that the
move could be temporary. With
Jackson and Saxon both in their senior year, Johnson could find himself carrying the hall from his (ild position in 1988.
"We like him as a running hack
next year." Gilbert said. "There’s
no doubt that he’s a natural running

back .FIenson made a quick amendHis first catch as a Spartan was ment to that comment. saying: "Not
a touchdown. It came in the second necessarily. We’ll play him where
quarter of SJSU’s 24-3 win over we need him the most. This year we
Eastern Illinois Sept. 5 when Perez needed Johnny to helpTus at the wide

out spot. Next year he’ll play wherever we need him again.
There is one disturbing twist to
this story. The younger Johnson has
never met his father.
His parents separated shortly
after Johnny’s birth. The younger
Johnson doesn’t enjoy talking about
the situation. but he knew he would
face the questions when he elected to
enroll at his father’s alma mater. The
current Spartan has no idea what the
former Spartan is up to these days.
although he thinks his dad is coaching football somewhere.
"I’ve heard some great things
about him," Johnson said. "I guess
he was kind of a scat back with great
moves. We’re two different types of
players. He was like a waterbug,
mainly using his quickness
I like
to use my strength when I run.
"People still talk about him up
here. He must have been a great
football player. I just know I’d like
to have my name in the record
b(xiks, too "
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Three days before his first collegiate game, Johnson was so excited that he did what every’ normal
nxikie would do.
He shaved his head.
"I was really amped. he said.
"I had to do something to keep me
pumped up for the game. Originally.
Johnny Johnson,
I was just going to cut it real short.
SJSU wide receiver
but then I just lathered it up and
shaved it all off."
It had been 22 aggravating
James Saxon, offensive cotirdinator
Rick Rasnick proposed the shift and months since Johnson last played
tnotball. But when it came time to
his cohorts gave the ntxl.
"We weren’t deep at wide out make his long-awaited debut. Johnand Johnny had a chance to contrih- son made the most of his opportu-

Reach Higher Career Goals!
Explore Career Opportunities Available
in Today’s Job Market.
Come to

CAREER EXPLORATION DAYS
TODAY & TOMORROW
Wednesday, September 16
& Thursday, September 17

STEVE GUTTENBERG
ARSENIO HALL
HOWARD HESSEMAN
LOU JACOBI
ED BEGLEY JR
RUSS MEYER
KELLY PRESTON
HENNY YOUNGMAN
BB MAC

ROSANNA AfiQUETTE
PAUL BARTEL
RALPH BELLAMY
CARRIE FISHER
SYBIL DANNING
GRIFFIN DUNNE
STEVE FORREST
MONIQUE GABRIELLE
STEVE ALLEN

10:00 AM - 3:00 PM
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
Meet formally with over
125 employees representing:
Business
Industry
Government
Education
Health & Community
Services
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Transit Day explores alternative forms of transportation
By Edwin Garcia
Daily staff writer
Shanta Balu has circled campus
in search of parking more than any
other SJSU student this semester.
At least that’s how it seems to
her.
A junior marketing major, Balu
said she hasn’t had any luck trying to
finding a parking space inside the
university’s three garages. the South
Campus parking lot, city parking
lots, or neighboring SJSU streets.
"I’ve had it with parking this
semester," she said. "Coming to
school is becoming a very frustrating
experience."
Help arrived for Hutu Tuesday
in the form of representatives from
local organizations at the university sponsored Transit Day in front of the
Student Union.
Transit Day representatives
suggested some alternatives to what
Balu calls a "nerve-wracking" parking situation.
fialu learned she can take buses
63. 64 and 65 from her Almaden
area home to school.
SJSU’s bus stops at Fourth and
San Fernando streets are a hub for
Santa Clara County Transit commut-

’Coming to school is becoming a very
frustrating experience.’

ers. with 12 bus lines running
through the campus.
More students are discovering
the bus routes, said Roger Miller, a
County Transit infomiation services
employee at Transit Day.
Miller said the new interest in
county transit is a "total turnaround" from past semesters when
more parking spaces were available.
"I think the parking is a real
problem fat SJSUL" said Miller.
Public transportation is "a
cheaper way of getting around." he
added.
Until Sept. 30, one-way adult
fares cost 60 cents, with an optional
day pass selling for $1.20.
Monthly adult bus passes which
regularly cost $27 are available to
SJSU students for only $15 in the

If Your Mustang Was Born Between ’65 & ’70
You Should Know Us
New /Used Parts
* Electrical

1320

The devices, which are encased
in small boxes on bus roofs, have attracted car drivers’ attention. Miller
said.
car driver knows
’Whenever
about that. they’ll kind of stay close
Shanta Bala, to the bus." he said.
Junior Marketing Major
Ride -sharing transportation information was also available for stuAssociated Students Business Of- dents Tuesday. But it hasn’t been
popular with SJSU students, Orbach
fice.
The university subsidizes the said.
Students who car pool to campasses to encourage students to ride
buses and lessen the number of cars pus have a good chance of finding a
parking space because the Seventh
parked on campus, said Henry OrStreet Garage reserves spaces for
bach, manager cif the university’s
(X1801Parking and Traffic Opera- cars with parking pemiits. Orbach
said.
tions.
The Seventh Street Garage is
Each month, between 400 - usually full by 8:30 a.m., he said.
500 passes are sold, he said.

Maintenance
Appraisals

Mechanical Work

Tues.-Fri. 9 to 6 pm Sat. 9 to 2:30 pm
Oakland Rd. , San Jose, CA 95112 Ouotes 286-9 7 7 0
MUSTANGS

ONLY

On Oct. I , County Transit bus
fares will increase to 75 cents, and
day passes will go up to $1 .50.
County Transit is one of the
first bus systems in the nation to
equip a signal emitter atop their
buses. The emitter allows drivers on
certain routes
such as express
routes
to make red lights turn
preen

s
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Largest Selection of
contemporary sofa -beds.
Affordable, yet elegant

GIVE YOURSELF SOME CREDIT
And Help
High School Students Earn Theirs
Earn 1-3 Units of
Credit as a Tutor*

M -F 10-8 Sat 10-6 Sun 12-5
916 S. Bascom Ave., SJ
3 blocks south of HWY. 280

(408)
.

See Project Upward Bound
277-3120
WLC #219
277-2338
Brad Shirakawa Daily staff photographer
odd anderson, an S,IS1 Cycling Club member, rides a treadmill during I 1.111,,ii Day in front of the Student I nion.

City calls Santa a nuisance
FNIMI
It’s
I
three
months
belore
( irristnias. hut Saida Claus is in
.riii tipliting an effort h) neigh
;111(1 ihe cirs to present him
rill celebrating the )ulethle hol
la) the )ear around
laA
C(1111eIRIS
still 01(11 Robert 1 George. a sell
st)led Santa Claus, has ovated
irinsimix
The take silos,. on the root
and 10,t NM) lights strung along the
side and hack eases of George’s
red and %%lute house are too much
tor his neighbors and the ot)

Last month. Glendale
cials filed stilt (112(1111,1(ieW.CC.b1.
(.’0111C11(111112 1/1:11 lbe lieC01:1(1(Ms
plise (I ’,MCI!, 11.1/(1(1.1 because the)
distract (11(110r1S1s, (111l1 WW1( (11
( ;corp.)... house siolate residential
/01111112 regulations.
I aist week. (*(COITe retaliated
skull a $1.5 million suit against
the cit). alleging that officials
has e caused Inn( emotional distress h singling him out for /oning enforcement, (or trespassing
on his properLt and for continued
harassment after he corrected ses eral (+inkling code siolations.

me Rushees-ii

/
Filled with confidence, Roger enters
his first fraternity mixer.

*Tutor college-bound students
once weekly on campus.

293-3355
Can. Si

,Naio

C

1111’110,

Easily converts from
a couch to a bed.

Now it’s easy
for undergraduates to
apply themselves.
Sometimes it seems that seniors and grad students get a lot of
special treatment. Like getting the American Express* Card pretty
much hassle-free. Sure. they’ve proven themselves. But you have
too, or you wouldn’t be reading this today. So we’re making soine
changes. Starting now, we’re making it easier than ever
for you to become a Cardmember through our
lindergraduate Automatic Approval Offer.
The requirements are as simple
as they get: just be enrolled full time
in a four-year college and have some
form of incomebe it from a job, a grant,
or from your folks. You don’t even need a
credit history, but if you have one, it must be
clean.
How’s that for hassle-free! Of course, once
you have the American Express Card, it gets even
better. You can use it to buy everything from sweats
to stereos, everr,vhere from campus to Cameroon.
And those are just the basics. As a Cardmember, you’ll
be entitled to a world of benefits you can rely on.
So look into our new automatic approval offer. Call
1 -800-THE-CARD and ask for a student application. Or just
pick up an application on campus and study it. You’ll find
you’re bound to pass.

Zeltzer Selteer Natural Flavored Soda
Peach. Raspberry. Black (Merry, Blueberry.
Vanilla Creme. not to menhon Cola Berry
Something totally else in the world
TRAVEL

RBATED
SERVICES
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General News

A Soviet rocket was launched Tuesday carrying live rats which will be used to study the effects
of weightlessness on muscle tissue. The space experiment is a joint project between the United
States and the Soviet Union and will benefit research at SJSU.
Students in certain sections of the Chemistry
Department will he able to examine the rat muscle
and study the causes of muscle degeneration, said
Stan Ellis, a biochemistry lecturer at SJSU.

After a 20-year break, diplomatic ties between Hungary and Israel resumed Monday. Is raeli officials hope it foreshadow’s improved relations with the Soviet Union and other Soviet bloc
countries.
All diplomatic ties by Soviet bloc nations
were severed after the 1967 Middle F.ast War to
protest Israel’ . seizure of Arab lands. Romania
was the only. country who continued ties with Is rael.

The Pre-paid Tuition Bill could allow future
SJSU students to attend school for the same fee of
$400 per semester if Gov. George Deukmejian approves the legislation.
Assemblyman Tom Hayden (D-West Los Angeles) wrote the bill because of the rapidly increasing cost of education. If signed, the bill would enable people who have children in 1987 to invest a
certain amount of money for college fees now.
The state would cover all of the child’s tuition
at any tax -supported college or university in California, regardless of the cost.
The Associated Students have been included
among campus departments to submit proposals
for the use of lottery funds.
This is the first time since SJSU began receiving the funds two years ago that the A.S. would receive part of the money.
Ten formal requests, totaling $80,(XX) of the
school’s $1,257,922 available from this year’s lottery funds, were niade by the A.S. board of directors and the A.S. program board.
A race to help the homeless was held Sunday
at Spartan Stadium, sponsored by the San Jose’
Shelter Foundation. a non-profit organization.
Approx imately 600 runners participated in the
second annual Home Run Race, and raised close to
$60(X) for the homeless in Santa Clara County.
"We raised money for the shelter and spread
the word about the homeless in Santa Clara
County." she said.
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Isaac Newt

Los Angeles authorities gathered transients
and arrested an actiy ist Monday in a pre -dawn
sweep outside the cathedral where Pope John Paul
II will stay during his yisit.
Church officials said the security precautions
around St. Viviands Cathedral, located at the edge
of Skid Row. are at the insistence of the Secret
Service and poli,..e
Ted Hayes, an activist for the homeless who
was in the sixth day of a hunger strike, was arrested by the Secret Service on the steps of the cathedral. Hayes was charged with willfully obstructing. resisting or interfering with a federal
authority while performing a protective function.
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PART AND FULL TIME RETAIL HELP!
Nation. firm now has immediate
openings! Staning pay rel. is
$10! No experience is needed because of our intensha on the lob
training program. Good meth and

1970 Corot Wiles. M A , 734-9110

AUTOMOTIVE
73 VW SUOMI Runs greet! Great
price!

Perhcl
studul
car,
St 1954u. Call 2913-5502 ewe.
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COMPUTERS
PC-COMI! Computer
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404 S. 3rd SI., 02. (406) 295-1605.
Ore block from urnpus Network
$995 IBM AT compatible $1.095.
XT $525
Printer P10801 $179
6%
Hord disk. modem, mouse
Comoft tor student. with I D
Accusories 404 S. THIRD
puter
ST . San Jose (400) 295-1606
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breaks, full time work Is available
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if the ilu Is busy.
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An equal opportuntty company

COUCH HI KIDS This one Is in perfect
condltion 3 mos cal Yours for
lust 4295, 259-0315
ROSES BOOKSHOP
JOSE Institution

SAN

for 15 moors College-1m. students of hi.tory, political science,
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Hassan Sabra. publisher and editor of the Lebanese
magazine that revealed the secret U.S. arms sale to
Iran. was shot and wounded in Moslem west Beirut Monday.
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The federal court of appeals ruled Monday
that "Dail -a -porn" telephone services can be
banned by phone companies without violation of
freedon of speech.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals said in
a case from Arizona that Mountain States Bell
could refuse the sexually explicit material. obscene
or not.
The court said, in a 2-1 ruling, that although a
government agency could not impose the same re strictions. the phone company as a private organization was not subject to the same policy.
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Local News
Protest
From p4,,,,
9 a.n). incident
"We just wanted to make our
point and then let them through, "
said Long Beach’s Associated Students President Mar k I .euteritz. who
organized the blockade.
Trustees. v.ho arc in Long
Beach tor their monthh, meeting. are
scheduled to vote today on a
statewide fee increase or a differential tee increase.
Under the state% ide increase.
students and employees at all 19
CSU campuses would see their fees
rise from $33.75 to $63 a semester
next fall.
Under the ditterential increase.
students and tac tilt) at the campuses
would pay. increased parking rates
ranging from $54 to $441 based on
the ratio of garage spaces to total
parking spaces on the campuses.
Leuteritz said he and the other
protesters oppose both proposals,
but support the proposal advocated
by the California State Student Asso
elation.
At its monthly meeting held at
San Diego State University over the
weekend. the (7SSA proposed that
trustees place a one year moratorium
on any fee increase.
The CSSA also opposes a plan
to give CSU Chancellor W. Ann
Reynolds the power to control park -

Wednesday, September 16, 1 WO/Spartan Daily

Banner

mg tee increases. Currently, the
trustees can only increase fees.
"t Inder no circumstance did we
v. ant the unit red proposal to pass,’
I Clliera/

%aid.

CSU Long Beach
curently pay 31.75 per semester for
parking permits
SIULICI1V. al

Leiner-it, said protesters earned
signs reading. A fee of $63 is not
few me,’ ’ and "$63 to park where"’
According to Daily Forty Nino.
reporter Eric Aldirich. organization
of the protest was prior.
"The protest was somewhat
comical," Alclirich said. Of the 200
protesters expected to trim out. only
35 students arrived.

W. Ann Reynolds.
. CSII Chancellor

Trustees: May raise fee
rom /wee /
penalize schools in urban areas. was
favored hs S.1tirs A.S. Board of
Director’s tv.o wr.eks ago.
The California State Student
Association, though. is hoping that
the trustees will adopt its plan.
Under a resolution drafted this
weekend at San Diego State Univer
sity, the CSSA is asking the trustees
to put a one year moratorium on the
construction of any more parking garages and that public transportation
be advanced as an alternative.

Boothe said.
" It should shake the (trustees)
up a little bit and give them something to think about,’’ Boothe said.
The parking increase was considered yesterday by the trustees’ finance committee and passed on to
the trustees.

Fro/tsp./0 /
displayed in a more prominent
place," he said.
However. the banner’s present
home on San Carlos Street is more
convenient and more visible, said
Tom McRaim, associate athletics director in charge of marketing.
Since the Spartans have won 11
games in a row since last October
tied for the longest in the nation
with the University of Oklahoma -it has been a while since the building has remained bare following a
football game.
The 25 foot by 21 foot piece of
nylon was donated prior to the 1986
season by the Quarterback Club, the
official booster organization for
SJSU football. The club also uses
the banner as a backdrop at their
meetings.
"This is just another sign that
shows we care," said Craig Ash,
Quarterback Club president.
The Quarterback Club has also
donated the flags that fly over Spartan Stadium and the players’ letter
jackets. among other items.

The banner is hung on the
morning of the first school day after
a Spartan victory. McRann said. It
stays up for only one day.
McRann encountered a breezy
problem when he put the banner up
following the last -second 27-25 victory over the University of California at Berkeley Saturday. High
winds forced him to take the banner
down earlier than planned.
"The banner kept blowing up
on the roof," McRann said.
The problem, however, has already been remedied. McRann plans
to purchase cinder blocks and wire
them to the bottom of the banner to
keep it in place.
The team’s success may mean a
short lifespan for the original banner. however.
For now. it lies folded up in a
corner of McRann’s office, waiting
patiently for the next Spartan victory.

HIGH HOLY DAYS SERVICES

Jose State University . The services are
egalitarian and participatory. contempry, but firmly rooted in tradition.
Rabbi Dan Dorfman will lead the services, assisted by student cantonal soloist Leslie Heller.

Th

Penciller
S1.89

The services are free to students: nonstudents are asked to make a minimum
donation of S-15 each. Tickets are
available at the Mlle! Office at 300
So. 10th St. For tickets and further
info. call Hind at 294-8311.

The TI Business Analyst-Solar
has all the right functions to
help you get down to business.
ls your present calculator good
enough to make it in business?

Probably not. That’s why we made the TI
BA-Solar. The BA-Solar provides
you with preprogrammed functions
019017 T1

’’Tnodemarlf

Ie..

In..

The
Better "
Ball Point Pen 89’

AND MORE.

1 KAPLAN
STANIIY H KAFi ANEDOC ATIONAl CEN TER ITO

RENO (702) 329-5315
DAVIS (916) 753-4800
MARIN (415) 927-1115
BERKELEY (415) 849-4044
PALO ALTO (415) 327-0841
SANTA CRUZ (408) 429-6524
SAN FRANCISCO (415) 433-1763

-PILOT-

And not only does the BA-Solar
give you higher finance, it gives you
higher technology. The TI BA-Solar
is the only financial calculator with
solar capabilities. Thanks to TI’s
Anylite Solarrm technology, you can
use the BA-Solar in any lowlight
conditions.
So get your own BA-Solar at your

Ciffli

Ag._ a 0-

THE KAPLAN CURRICULUM
FOR CAREER CLIMBERS:

For nearly 50 years, Stanley H Kaplan has prepared
over 1 million siudents for admission and licensing tests.
So before you take a test, prepare with the best. Kaplan.
A good score may help change your life.

Whatever the assignment. Pilot ha.s the formula
for writing comfort and precision.
Pilot’s Better Ball Point Pen. in medium and fine points.
lets you breeze through long note-taking sessions. In fact.
we’ve made vvriter’s fatigue a thing of the past! This crystal barreled
veteran of the campus has a ribbed finger g,rip for continuous comfort
and is perfectly balanced for effortless writing. Best of all, you’ll never
throw it out because it’s refillable.
The perfect teammate to the Better Ball Point Pen is F’ilot’s
Penciller ii.5mm mechanical pencil. It has a continuous lead feed
system and a cushion tip that helps eliminate the frustration of lead
breakage. The Pencilier’s jumbo eraser does the job cleanly while
the nhhed grin offers the sarne comfort as the Better Ball Point Pen.
Pick up the Pilot Team at your campus
hook.store today...The Better Ball
Point Pen and The Penciller.

for the interest, loans, real estate,
bond, pricing and profit problems
you’ll find throughout your business
courses.
The BA-Solar speeds you through
your assignments because the
preprogrammed functions execute
many business formulas at the push
of a single key.

percentage-wise than most other
agencies," Orbach said.
VMS is on the verge of being
purchased by Computil Corp. of
Clifton, N.J.
The president of Computil said
he is "O9 -percent sure" the deal will
go thn)ugh, Orbach said.
In a Sept. 6 San Jose Mercury
News article, Computil President
Alfonso Izzi said his company would
honor all debts owed by VMS and
would abide by existing VMS contracts if the company is purchased.
SJSU is just among the few
who have joined a list of public
agencies investigating VMS. Santa
Clara County and the City of San
Diego are also having trouble collecting its payments from VMS.

LSAT, GMAT, MCAT,
GRE, DAT
Advanced Medical
Boards, TOEFL
Nursing Boards,
NTE, CPA, Intro. to
Law, Speed
Reading,

IiILLELIEWISH STL DI:NT \ssoctivrioN
PRESENTS:
Erev Rosh HaShanah:
Wed.. Sept. 23, 8 p.m.
Concert Hall, Music Bldg.
Rosh HaShanah Mom:
Thurs.. Sept. 24. 10 a.m.
Spartan Memorial
Kol Nidre:
Fri.. Oct. 2, 8 p.m.
Concert Hall, Music Bldg.
Yom Kippur Mom:
Sat.. Oct. 3, 10 a.m.
Yizkor 1 p.m.
Study 2-7 p.m.
Neilah/Closing Service - 7 p.m.
Concen Hall Music Bldg.
Hillel is again offering High Holy
Days Services on the campus of San

Tickets
From page I

.4- A._

lx)okstore today. After all, the last
thing you want to do in business is
take any unnecessary risks.
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